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Abstract: Software Testing (ST) is procedure of discovery out whether the application meet specified requirement or not. It is most important to deliver a reliable and error free software to customer. For the same software should be tested on site. To do this task testing is performed on the software before delivering it. A lot of efforts and money is involved in the testing process. Testing can be done by manual as well as automatically. In automatic testing process unit testing has a role. For the unit testing path testing should be performed. Path testing is a process to check all def-use of variables. So it is more important to generate a correct Control Flow Graph (CFG) for a particular program. In this paper authors develop a tool in Python to generate a CFG automatically for a python program. This tool also finds all the paths from starting to end. This tool will help researchers in unit testing of a particular program.

Index Terms: Control Flow Graph (CFG), Software Testing (ST), Unit Testing (UT), Automatic CFG Generator Tool, Path Testing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Manual testing was first performed in the software industries and it became the sole process known to investigate the Software or Programs for bugs. Software testing process requires by enlarge 50% cost of the entire software development process because of the kind of complexity involved in it and its labor-intensive and time consuming nature. Manual Testing process can be automated that reduces the Testing time significantly. There are two broader categorization of Software testing process: dynamic testing and static testing. Static testing progresses by taking the Specification document, Design Document and source code under test as the base. Code written for software gets verified statement by statement without actual execution of the SUT. Hence the process of static testing methodology involves Thus static testing methods are scrutiny, desk checking and evaluation of code. On the other hand dynamic testing involves observation of output after execution of input test data for SUT. The overall quality of Testing process and its significance is directly impacted by the Test case set utilized during the Testing process.

Exposition to ST body of knowledge might facilitate the Software Developers in producing bug free and program to customer’s satisfaction and can also impacts positively in the skills of a Programmer. An example will make this clearer, fundamentally all the programs designed have faults [1, 2], this is principle the teachers teach everyone in early lectures of Software Testing. This facilitates the Programmers to become more cautious while writing their codes for a Software. The motivation of the Formal Testing process is to the programmers to write code with diligence. Consider the example of boundary value analysis in wherein the criterion for functional testing mandates the designing of test cases for border inputs. Software developers knowing the test cases for boundary values will make them more cautious while writing the codes. [10, 11, 13, 14].

Although the impact of testing data on programmers seems straight forward but on the contrary there is no empirical proof to justify the theory. Within the literature, we are able to realize substantial work on improving ST coaching in CS discipline. For example, Patterson et al. suggested the mixing up of tools for testing with the coding atmospheres [3]; Jones has proposed the mixing up of testing with entry level CSE courses over testing laboratories and variety of courseware [4]; and Elbaum et al. suggested a e-learning tutorial for engaging the students in learning packages for software testing [5]. Investigations into this subject are necessary. In a result of recent information depicts that computing educational curricula tend to emphasize coding practices without introducing requirement of Testing to be a specific engineering discipline [6, 7, 8]. In fact, as reported by Astigarraga et al. [6], the overall CSE curricula tend to position an important stress on style and implementation, instead of on ST like quality assurance subjects. On the opposite hand, even when ST courses are there in the present in curricula, It is quite unknown the extent to which the techniques should be taught in order to be adopted by the industry. (e.g., mutation [9] and data-flow testing [24] appear to be rarely placed for practicing). Lot of studies are present which shows that Software testing education will cause the reliability in Code produced by the programmer units. Especially, it will inspire the designing and up gradations of the courses. In the current paper, authors present two investigations connected with ST learning and software package trustworthiness: The one involves the trainee students and other focuses Educators [20]. The part of student suggested is the experiments with huge data set that addresses and assesses the effect of Software testing education on Reliable Code...
outcome, in comparison with supplementary knowledge sharing styles. On the other hand, Educators’ study focused the survey to adjudge the impact of ST data on educators who take up the fundamental Programming Classes. The focus was to verify (1) if the ST education will play a vital role in programming skills of the learners towards writing the bug free and reliable Programs and (2) if the CS educators/trainers involve a practice of writing the test data in the style of coding they are taking up for teaching. Subjects enforced two completely variant functions prior to and post learning the basic ST paradigm along with the methods (Black Box testing/functional, White Box testing/ structural, Mutation Testing). This way the code standards were compared for before and after effects. The author’s goal was to know how ST data might impact on the students’/trainees’ coding skills in producing a number of reliable implementations (i.e., testing code’s quality itself was not measured, and technique was applied specifically too was unclear). Author do not suggest the verification of extent to which the technique was utilized. To verify the correctness and dependency of the functions utilized, the developed code was executed with test sets developed methodically prior to and later the training was executed.

II. SOFTWARE TESTING AND AUTOMATIC TEST CASES

Software testing is considered utmost essential for S/W development industries as it is bound to deliver the quality software to the client. It also aims at reflecting the extent of user friendliness. A fraction of 50% is spent on the Software testing process in terms of resources for Software Development [15, 16, 17, 18, 19], the process is very lengthy in terms of time as well. Software testing process performs the following important activity apart from doing bug’s identification

(i) Enhancement of Software in terms of quality
(ii) Software’s validation and verification
(iii) Estimation of Software’s reliability

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

A. Control Flow Graphs

This is a Digraph of which the nodes signify the basic blocks and every edge signify control flow among the basic blocks. Basic blocks refers to sequential instruction sets in which there is only one entry (the instruction appears at very first) and single exit (the instruction that appears last).

B. Core Functioning of Tool

The tool developed takes program (written in python) as input from the user and generates CFG for it. Further, Complexity and all the different paths of the CFG is generated.

Algorithm to Generate CFG:

1. Extract keywords (print, elif, for, if, else, while) from the program and append them into a list in the following manner:
   a. count = 0
   b. if the extracted keyword is not in nested form, then simply append it into the list along with its count number.
   E.g.: if3
   count=count+1
   c. if the extracted keyword is not in nested form, then add a unique identity in it along with the count number to identify it easily.
   E.g.: ifsp3
   For the keywords – elif and if, also add a unique identity for representing the statements they contain and add it into the list.
   E.g.: if3, ifexp3
   count=count+1

2. At the beginning of the list insert ‘start’ and at the end of the list insert ‘end’.

3. Create nodes for all the items in the list.

4. Create a new list (Suppose list 2).

5. Create an edge between node 1 and node 2 and add this pair in list 2.

6. i=1, st=0, en=0, stfor=0, enfor=0

7. Create a new list (Suppose list 3).

8. While (i!=len (list))

9. {

10. if ListM[i] contains if , then append in list 3 – ListM[i],ListM[i+1],ListM[i+2] and Create an Edge between nodes – ListM[i] and ListM[i+1].

Also, append the edge pair into ListM 2.

if ListM[i+2] does not contain sp (unique identity for nested keywords), then create an edge between node ListM[i] and ListM[i+2] and append this pair in list 2.

if ListM[i+2] contains sp , then :

   For j in range i+2 to len(ListM)
   {
      if ListM[j] does not contain sp :
         Break
   }

   Edge (ListM[i],ListM[j])
   Add in ListM 2 – ((ListM[i],ListM[j]))
   Add in ListM 3 – (ListM[j])

if ListM[i+2] does not contain elif and else, then:

   Add in ListM 3 – (ListM[i+1])

   Edge-(ListM(i+1),ListM(i+ 2))
Add in ListM 2 –
((ListM(i+1),ListM(i+2))

if ListM[i+2] contains else and ListM[i+3] does not contain sp, then:
Edge - (ListM(i+3),ListM(i+2)) and
(ListM(i+1),ListM(i+3))

Add in ListM 2 –
((ListM(i+3),ListM(i+2)) and
((ListM(i+1),ListM(i+3))

Add in ListM 3 – (ListM(i+1),ListM(i+2))
and ListM(i+3))

11. else if ListM[i] contains elif, then
Add in ListM 3 – ListM[i], ListM[i],
ListM[i+1],ListM[i+2]

Edge - (ListM[i],ListM[i+1]) and
(ListM[i],ListM[i+2])
Add in ListM 2 – (ListM[i],ListM[i+1]) and
((ListM[i],ListM[i+1])

i=i+1

12. else if ListM[i] contains elifsp, then
Add in ListM 3 – ListM[i], ListM[i],
ListM[i+1],ListM[i+2]

Edge - (ListM[i],ListM[i+1]) and
(ListM[i],ListM[i+2])
Add in ListM 2 – (ListM[i],ListM[i+1]) and
((ListM[i],ListM[i+1])

if ListM[i+1] contains elseisexp, then:
if(i+1>=st and i+1<=en) , then
Edge - (ListM[i+1],f)
Add in ListM 2 – (ListM[i+1],f)

Add in ListM 3 – ListM[i+1]

13. else if ListM[i] contains else, then,
if ListM[i+1] contains sp, then,
Edge - (ListM[i],ListM[i+1])
Add in ListM 2 – (ListM[i],ListM[i+1])

Add in ListM 3 – (ListM[i])

14. else if ListM[i] contains forsp, then,
Edge - (ListM[i],ListM[i])
Add in ListM 2 – (ListM[i],ListM[i])

if ListM[i-1] contains for, then,

15. else if ListM[i] contains for, then,
fl=ListM[i]
if ListM[i+1] does not contain sp, then,
Edge - (ListM[i],ListM[i])
Add in ListM 2 - ((ListM[i],ListM[i])

stfor=i
for j in range - i+1 to len(ListM)
{
if ListM[j] does not contain sp, then ,
enfor=j
break
}

Edge - (ListM[i],ListM[j])
Add in ListM 2 - ((ListM[i],ListM[j])

16. else if ListM[i] contains while, then,
f=ListM[i]
if ListM[i+1] does not contain sp, then,
Edge(ListM[i],ListM[i])
Add in ListM 2 - (ListM[i],ListM[i])
st=i
for j in range - i+1 to len(ListM)
{
if ListM[j] does not contain sp, then ,
en=j
break
}

Edge - (ListM[i],ListM[j])
Add in ListM 2 - ((ListM[i],ListM[j])

17. else if ListM[i] contains whilesp, then,
if(i>=st and i<=en) then
Edge(ListM[i],ListM[i])
Add in ListM 2 - ((ListM[i],ListM[i])
else:
Edge(ListM[i],ListM[i+1])
Add in ListM 2 - ((ListM[i],ListM[i+1])
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Edge(ListM[i],ListM[i])
Add in ListM 2 - ((ListM[i],ListM[i]))

18. else if ListM[i] contains ifsp ,then ,
Add in ListM 3 - ListM[i], ListM[i], ListM[i+1] and ListM[i+2]
    if(i>=stfor and i<=enfor):
    Edge - (ListM[i],f1)
    Add in ListM 3 - ((ListM[i],f1))
    Add in ListM 3 - (ListM[i])
    else if ListM[i-1] contains for , then ,
    Edge - (ListM[i],ListM[i-1])
    Add in ListM 2 - ((ListM[i],ListM[i-1]))
else:
    Edge - (ListM[i],ListM[i+2])
    Add in ListM 2 - ((ListM[i],ListM[i+2]))
    Edge - (ListM[i],ListM[i+1])
    Add in ListM 2 - ((ListM[i],ListM[i+1]))

19. else if ListM[i] contains ifspexp , then ,
    if(i>=st and i<=en) , then ,
    Edge - (ListM[i],f)
    Add in ListM 2 - ((ListM[i],f))
    Add in ListM 3 - (ListM[i])
    else if(i>=stfor and i<=enfor):
    Edge - (ListM[i],f1)
    Add in ListM 2 - ((ListM[i],f1))
    Add in ListM 3 - (ListM[i])
else if ListM[i] constains elsesp ,then ,
    if(i>=st and i<=en) , then ,
    Edge - (ListM[i],f)
    Add in ListM 2 - ((ListM[i],f))
    Add in ListM 3 - (ListM[i])

20. i=i+1
21.
22. }
23. if end in ListM 3 , then remove end from it.
24. For all nodes with frequency 1 in ListM 3 :
    Edge – (node , end)
    Add in ListM 2 – ((node, end)

This whole algorithm is used for creating the tool the will help in generation of control flow graph automatically. This control flow graph is used in path testing. Python is used here for development of this tool. Anyone pass a particular program here written in python. When this program is given as an input to this tool, the tool generate cross ponding CFG of this program.

IV. APPEARANCE OF TOOL

The front view of the tool is shown in figure 1. Which shows four portions a) Create CFG, b) Complexity, c) Find Paths and d) Paste Your Code Below.

One example is given below with the use of this tool.

Input Program:-
var=int(input())
if(var == 200):
    print ("1 - Got a true expression value")
    print (var)
elif var == 150:
    print ("2 - Got a true expression value")
    print (var)
elif var == 100:
    print ("3 - Got a true expression value")
    print (var)
else:
    print ("4 - Got a false expression value")
    print (var)
print ("Good bye!")

The above program is pasted in the area where the "paste your code below" is written and select Create CFG. As shown in figure 2.

After pasting the code go on Create CFG. When you click on Create CFG the Control flow of the particular program will be created as shown in figure 3.

Eg:-
List = ['start', 'if1', 'ifexp1', 'elif2', 'elifexp2', 'elif3', 'elifexp3', 'else4', 'end']

List 1 = [('start', 'if1'), ('if1', 'ifexp1'), ('if1', 'elif2'), ('elif2', 'elifexp2'), ('elif2', 'elifexp3'), ('elif3', 'elifexp3'), ('elif3', 'else4'), ('ifexp1', 'end'), ('elifexp2', 'end'), ('elifexp3', 'end'), ('else4', 'end')]

List 2 = ['if1': 2, 'ifexp1': 1, 'elif2': 3, 'elifexp2': 1, 'elif3': 3, 'elifexp3': 1, 'else4': 1]
Algorithm for finding different paths:

Input:- List generated by CFG algorithm
Output:- List containing different paths

1. Create a dictionary (Suppose d).
2. for k,v in list 2: d.setdefault(k,[]).append(v)
3. Create a function (suppose find_all_paths)
4. Set source='start' and dest='end'
5. find_all_paths (d, source, dest, path=[]):
   path = path + [source]
   if (source == dest)
       return [path]
   paths = []
   for node in d[source]
       if node in path
       for i in d[node]
           if(i==node)
               break
           elif(i=='end')
               path=path+[node]+'end'
               paths.append(path)
               break
       else
           newpaths = find_all_paths(d, node, dest, path)
           for newpath in newpaths
               paths.append(newpath)
return paths

V. COMPLEXITY

Complexity can be defined as the efficiency measure of any algorithm. Number of instruction execution for a logic written in terms of Algorithm is called its time complexity. Complexity of algorithm is less if time taken by the algorithm to execute is less and is considered as the good algorithm and if time taken to execute algorithm is more than it is not considered as good algorithm.

Complexity Calculated by the tool
This tool calculate the complexity of the program as shown in figure 4.
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In this paper authors introduced a tool which takes a Python program file as input and generate a Control Flow Graph (CFG) for given Program. After generating the CFG it also find the all feasible paths of the CFG starting from first node and end at exit node. With the help of cyclomatic complexity all feasible paths have been found. This tool is used for Python programming language. Authors of this papers are also developed a tool which is working only for C programming [12]. In the future scope automatic test cases can generate to cover with all feasible paths. For automatic generation of the test cases different nature inspired optimization techniques can be applied.
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